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Working with 
Tables9

Are you looking for a method to organize data on a page?  
Need a way to control our page layout?  Tables can help.  This 

chapter shows you how to use tables as receptacles for 
different types of data.
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Understanding Table Structure
(pg 128)

 Tables offer a unique way to fold data in a tabular 
format.  

 With the advent of a Web pages, developers 
quickly took advantages of table structure to 
help with complicated page layouts.

 Although CSS now allows users to create layouts 
of tables, HTML tables are still a popular way to 
organize and present Web page data and images.  



Table Structure
 Every table is built on a basic structure of a square 

containing for borders.
 Within the table intersecting columns and rows 

create cells to hold data.
 Each cell is also surrounded by four borders.
 You can resize various borders in a table to 

increase the size of cells.
 Borders may or may not be visible in the table 

structure as it appears on the Web page. 

Understanding Table Structure
(pg 128)



Traditional Tables
 You can use traditional tables on Web page to 

present data in a tabular format.
 For example, you might insert a table to hold a list 

of products and prices, or display a roster of 
classes.

 One way to create a traditional table is to define a 
set width and depth for the table.

 When you define an exact size for a table, a user 
cannot resize the table; the table appears, just as it 
was created 

Understanding Table Structure
(pg 129)
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Presentation Tables
 You can use a presentation-style table to 

showcase your data more dynamically.  
 Instead of defining an exact size, you can specify 

a table size using percentages.
 Whenever the user resizes his or her browser 

window, the table resizes as well.
 This allows for more “liquid” layout.  
 This type of good for page layouts as well as 

regular data tables.

Understanding Table Structure
(pg 129)
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Cell Spanning
 Cell can span two or more columns or rows to 

form bigger containers for data.
 For example, a table my include cell at the top 

that  spans multiple columns across the table, or 
a cell that spans download across several rows.

 When you span cells in a table, you add or 
delete interior cell walls to create a larger cell. 

Understanding Table Structure
(pg 128)
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Table Elements
 The building blocks of HTML tables are the 

following:

Understanding Table Structure
(pg 129)

Type Syntax Description
Tag <TABLE>…. </TABLE> Defines the table component
Tag <TR>…. </TR> Defines a table row
Tag <TD>….</TD> Defines the table data or cell content
Tag <TH>….</TH> Defines a header cell in a table
Tag <CAPTION>…</CAPTION> Defines a table caption

HTML 4.0 Tag Reference: http://www.w3schools.com/tags/default.asp



Preparing for a Table
 Before you start the task of creating any kind of 

table, whether it is strictly for data or to control 
the page layout, stop and sketch out what you 
want the table to look like and what type of data 
you want each cell to hold.

 A little planning beforehand can help you build 
your table faster and more accurately using the 
HTML coding.

Understanding Table Structure
(pg 129)

Tag <TABLE>…. </TABLE> Defines the table component

Tag <TR>…. </TR> Defines a table row
Tag <TD>….</TD> Defines the table data or cell content



 You can insert a table onto your page to organize or 
control the entire page layout.

 Tables offer a manageable structure for creating a layout 
for your page.

 You can assign different page elements to different cells 
to control the positioning of elements on the page.

 Cells can hold text data, images and other Web page 
elements.

Adding a Table
(pg 130)

Type Syntax Description
Tag <TABLE>…. </TABLE> Defines the table component

Tag <TR>…. </TR> Defines a table row

Tag <TD>….</TD> Defines the table data or cell content



Add a Table
1. Type <TABLE> where you want to insert a table.
2. TYPE <TR> to start the first row in the table.

To make the tag easier to distinguish between rows, type 
each row tag on a new line.

3. Type <TD> for the first cell you want to create.
4. Type the cell data

Note: If you want your first row to include column 
labels, you can use the <TH> tag instead of <TD>.  See 
the section “Add Column Labels” to learn more.

5. Type </TD> to complete the cell.

Adding a Table
(pg 130)
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Add a Table
6. Repeat steps 3 to 5 to add additional cells.

To make it easier to distinguish between cells, you can 
place each cell on a new line in your HTML document.

7. Type </TR> at the end of the first row.
8. Continue adding rows and cell data as needed.
9. Type </TABLE> at the end of the table data.

Note:  The </TABLE> tag is not an optional tag. 
Netscape Navigator does not display a table without the 
tag.

Adding a Table
(pg 131)
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How do set an exact size for a table?
 If you want your table to appear in a set width, 

you can measure how wide the table should be on 
the page, and then divide the value by how wide 
you want each column.

 For best results do not set your table width any 
wider than 600 pixels to ensure the table is 
viewable at lower screen resolutions.

 See the section “Adjust the Table Size’ to learn 
how to write HTML coding for an exact width 
using pixels or percentages.

Adding a Table
(pg 131)



What is the best procedure for building a 
table?

 Before you type up your table coding, it is helpful to 
draw it out on paper first to organize the cell contents, 
designate column headers and rows and determine a 
general layout and size of a table.

 When you are ready to enter the table coding, start with a 
skeleton of the page, typing just the tags to define the 
table structure, including the number of rows and 
columns.

 You can check the structure in a Web browser to see how 
it looks, and then return to your editor and start filling in 
the actual cell data.

Adding a Table
(pg 131)



 You can use table borders to make your cells 
easier to distinguish and give the table more 
structure on a page.

 A table border is simply a line that appears 
around a table as well as around each cell within 
the table.

 By default, a table does not have an actual border 
unless you specify one

 You can use the BORDER attribute to turn table 
borders on or off.

Adding a Table Border
(pg 132)



 When you set a border thickness, it applies 
only to the outer edge of the table, not to the 
cells within the table.

 Border thickness is measured in pixels.
 Borders appear gray unless you specify a 

color.

Adding a Table Border
(pg 132)



Add a Table Border
1. In the <TABLE> tag, type BORDER=“?” , 

replacing the ? with the value for the border 
thickness you want to set

2. Note: To set a border color, type BORDER=“?”
in the <TABLE> tag, replacing the ? with the 
color value you want to apply.

Adding a Table Border
(pg 132)
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Can you specify a border style with a style 
sheet?

 Yes.  In your style sheet, type TABLE or TD, or 
the selector denotes the portion of the table to 
which you want to apply a border.

 Then type {BORDER: VALUE} with the 
BORDER defining the border property and 
VALUE defining the border type.

Adding a Table Border
(pg 133)



Do I need to add borders if I am using a 
table as layout for my Web page?

 No.  It’s not a good idea to invoke the BORDER 
attribute for table layouts.  

 With a layout, you want the table structure to 
define different sections of the page.

 If you assign a border, it adds a border to every 
section, which can distract from your page 
content. 

Adding a Table Border
(pg 133)



 You can use padding to add space between the 
border and the contents of a cell

 You can use spacing to increase the border size or 
width between cells.

 Padding and spacing size is measured in pixels.

Adjust Cell Padding and 
Spacing (pg 134)



Set Cell Padding
1. In the <TABLE> tag, type 

CELLPADDING=“?”, replacing the ? with the 
pixel value you want to assign.

Adjust Cell Padding and 
Spacing (pg 134)
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Set Cell Spacing
1. In the <TABLE> tag, type CELLSPACING = 

“?”, replace the ? with the pixel value you want 
to assign.

Adjust Cell Padding and 
Spacing (pg 135)
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What happens if I set the spacing and 
padding values to 0?

 If you set the CELLSPACING and 
CELLPADDING values to 0, the browser 
removes any spacing or padding between the 
cells.

 You may use this technique to make two images 
in two cells appear to be a part of one image

 You can set the BORDER attribute to – as well to 
remove the border between cells.

Adjust Cell Padding and 
Spacing (pg 135)



How do I control the alignment of a table 
on a page?

 You can control the positioning of a table on your 
Web page using the ALIGN attribute.

 You can use the ALIGN attribute to center a table, 
or align it or the right or left sides of the page.

 The ALIGN attribute also determines the way in 
which text wraps around your table element.

 For example, if you align the table to the right, 
text wraps around the left side of the table.

Adjust Cell Padding and 
Spacing (pg 135)



 You can control the width of a cell using the 
WIDTH attribute and the height of a cell using 
the HEIGHT attribute.

 For greater control, you can specify a width 
based on a percentage of the browser window, or 
you can set an exact number of pixels.

 You can also control the depth of a cell using the 
HEIGHT attribute.

Adjust Cell Width and Height 
(pg 136)



 Typically, the content of the cell determines the 
cell’s width.

 For example, if the cell contains a long line of 
text, the cell appears wide enough in the browser 
window to hold all the text in the cell.

Adjust Cell Width and Height 
(pg 136)



Set Cell Width
1. In the <TD> tag, type WIDTH=“?” , replacing 

? with the value or percentage you wan to set 
for the cell.

Note:  To set the same cell width for the entire table, 
type the WIDTH attribute within the <TABLE> 
tag.

Adjust Cell Width and Height 
(pg 136)
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Set Cell Height
1. In the <TD> tag, type HEIGHT= “?”, replacing 

the ? with the pixel value or percentage you want 
to set for the cell.

Note:  To set the height for the entire table, type the 
HEIGHT attribute within the <TABLE> tag.

Adjust Cell Width and Height 
(pg 137)



Which is more important, setting cell 
height or setting cell width?

 Setting the cell width is more important than setting the 
cell height.

 The content of your cells typically define the height of 
the cell.

 You may never need to assign a cell height.  
 Technically, the HEIGHT attribute is not normally 

associated with the <TABLE> tags. 
 Some browsers do not support the attribute in tables, and 

as such, unpredictable results my occur when displaying 
the table in the browser window.

Adjust Cell Width and 
Height (pg 137)



Can I set the width for a single cell and 
not affect the other cells?

 When you change the width of a cell, all the cells in the 
same column adjust to the same width.

 If you want one cell to span across one or more columns, 
you can use another set of codes to control the individual 
cell width.

Adjust Cell Width and 
Height (pg 137)



 If you are building a table to populate with data, 
you can add labels, also called headers, to the top 
of each column to identify column contents.

 Any time you want to make your cell text bold 
and centered, you can use the <TH> tag.

 For example, if your table lists products and 
prices, column headers might include labels such 
as Product Number, Product Name, and Price.

 Column headers appear in bold type and are 
centered within each cell.

 You can also give your table a title using the same 
<TH> tag.

Add Column Labels                        
(pg 138)



Add Column Labels
1. After the <TR> tag for the row you want to use 

as column labels, type <TH> .
Note: See the section “Add a Table” to learn how to 

create a basic table.

2. Type the first column label text.
3. Type </TH> at the end of the label.
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 to add as many column labels 

as you need, ending the row with </TR> tag.

Add Column Labels                        
(pg 138)
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 You can use the table format to present columns 
of text on your Web page, much like a 
newspaper.

 For example, you may want to present your text 
in a two-column or three-column format.

 Paragraphs of text are contained within each 
column.

 You can use the vertical alignment attribute to 
make each column align at the top of the table.

Create Newspaper-Style 
Columns (pg 139)



Create Newspaper-Style Columns
1. Within the <TR> and </TR> tags, type <TD 

VALIGN=“top”> to start the first column of 
text.

2. Type your column text.
3. Type </TD> at the end of the text.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 to add more columns and 

text.

Create Newspaper-Style 
Columns (pg 139)
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 You can add a table header to the top of the 
table to give your table a title row.

 Text you type as a table header appears bold 
and centered.

 Table headers can help identify the content or 
purpose of a data table.

Add a Table Header                        
(pg 140)



Add a Table Header
1. Type <TH> at the top of the table.
2. Type the table header text.
3. Type </TH> at the end of the header text.

Add a Table Header                        
(pg 140)
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 You can add a caption to your table to help 
users identify the information contained within 
the table.

 Table captions can appear at the top or bottom 
of the table.

 By default, captions appear above the table 
unless you specify another alignment attribute.

 Captions always appear as a separate line of text 
from the table.

Add a Table Caption                       
(pg 141)



Add a Table Caption
1. Add a new line directly below the <TABLE> tag.
2. Type <CAPTION>.

To place the caption below the table, type 
ALIGN=“bottom” within the <CAPTION> tag.

3. Type the caption text.
4. Type </CAPTION> at the end of the caption 

text.

Add a Table Caption                       
(pg 141)
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 Ordinarily when you assign a border to a table, 
it surrounds the outside of the table as well as 
separates each cell.

 You can control which internal and external 
borders appear in your table using the FRAME 
attribute.

 For example, you can turn off the display the 
entire right side of the table without a border.

 By controlling which borders appear, you can 
create a custom table.

Control Which Borders to 
Display  (pg 142)



Control External Borders
1. In the BORDER attribute for the table, type 

FRAME= “?” , replacing the ? with the value for 
the border display you want to set 

Control Which Borders to 
Display  (pg 142)

Value Display

VOID No external borders

ABOVE A border above the table

BELOW A border below the table

RHLRHS A border on the right side of the table

LHS A border on the left side of the table

HSIDES Borders on the top and bottom of the table

VSIDES Borders on the left and right side of the table

BORDER Borders on every side of the table (DEFAULT)



Control External Borders
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Control Internal Borders
1. In the BORDER attribute for the table, type 

FRAME= “?” , replacing the ? with the value for 
the border display you want to set 

Control Which Borders to 
Display  (pg 143)

Value Display

NONE No internal borders

COLS Borders between columns

ROWS Borders between rows

GROUPS Borders between column and row groups

ALL Borders throughout the table cells (default)



 When setting a size in pixels, set the value to 600 
pixels or less to ensure the table fits on the 
screen.

 If you prefer a more flexible table, set the size in 
percentages.  This allows the table to be resized 
along with any resizing of the browser window.

 You can control the exact size of the table using 
the WIDTH and HEIGHT attributes in the 
<TABLE> tag.

 You can specify a table size in pixels or set the 
size as a percentage of the browser window.

Adjust the Table Size                      
(pg 144)



Set a Table Size in Pixels
1. In the <TABLE> tag, type WIDTH=“?” , 

replacing the ? with the pixel value you want to 
assign.

2. Type a space
3. Type HEIGHT=“?” , replace the ? with the pixel 

value you want to assign.
Note:  The HEIGHT attribute is not well supported as the WIDTH 

attribute and may not display properly on all browsers.

Adjust the Table Size                      
(pg 144)



Set a Table Size in Pixels
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Set a Table Size as a Percentage
1. In the <TABLE> tag, type WIDTH=“?” , 

replace ? with the percentage value you want to 
assign.

Optionally, you can add a height setting your table 
needs one by typing HEIGHT=“?” in the <TABLE>
tag to set a table height.

Note:  The HEIGHT attribute is not well supported as the WIDTH 
attribute and may not display properly on all browsers.

Adjust the Table Size                      
(pg 145)



Is it possible to set a table too small for its 
contents?

 No.  If you do accidentally set a size too small 
for the contents, the browser ignores the 
measurements and tires to make the table fit as to 
make the table fit as best it can.

 On the other hand, if you set a table too wide, 
users are forced to scroll to see parts of the table

 For best results, do not make a table wider than 
600 pixels.

Adjust the Table Size                      
(pg 145)



What size does a browser set my table to if 
I do not specify an exact width?

 If you don to set a width, the browser automatically 
determines the width by looking at the cell contents.

 It expands the table to fit the longest contents or the edge 
of the browser window, which ever is reached first.

 Cell text is stretched out until the first line break or end 
of the paragraph, which can make the table appear off 
balance.

 To exert control over the table size, you can set a width 
and add paragraph or line breaks to control the 
appearance of text within the cells.

Adjust the Table Size                      
(pg 145)



 You can create a large cell in your table by 
spanning the cell across two or more columns or 
rows.

 Spanning cells, also called merging cells, allows 
you to create unique cell structures within your 
tables

 For example, you might include a large cell 
across the top of a table to hold a heading or an 
image.

Span Cells Across Columns and 
Rows (pg 146)



Span Cells Across Columns
1. Click inside the cell tag you want to span.
2. Type COLSPAN=“?” , replacing the ? with the 

number of columns you want to span across.

Span Cells Across Columns and 
Rows (pg 146)



Span Cells Across Columns
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Span Cells Across Rows
1. Click inside the cell tag you want to span.
2. Type ROWSPAN=“?” , replacing the ? with the 

number of rows you want to span across.

Span Cells Across Columns and 
Rows (pg 147)



Can I span a cell across columns and rows 
at the same time?

 Yes.  If you add the COLSPAN and ROWSPAN
attributes to the same row or header, you can 
make a cell span across and down in the table.

 Just remember to remove cells in the columns 
and rows into which you want to span the current 
cell.

Span Cells Across Columns and 
Rows (pg 147)



How do I control table cell alignment? 
 You can control the alignment of data within your table 

cells using the ALIGN and VALIGN attributes.
 The ALIGN attribute controls horizontal alignment: left, 

center and right.
 By default, all table data you entered into cells is left 

aligned.   The VALIGN attribute controls vertical 
alignment: top, middle, bottom.

 By default, the table data is vertically aligned to appear 
in the middle of each cell.

 You can add alignment attributes to a single cell, a row or 
all the data in the table.

Span Cells Across Columns and 
Rows (pg 147)


